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Despite the vast literature on the transatlantic slave trade, the role of

sailors aboard slave ships has remained unexplored. This book fills that

gap by examining every aspect of their working lives, from their reasons

for signing on a slaving vessel to their experiences in the Caribbean and

the American South after their human cargoes had been sold. It explores

how they interacted with men and women of African origin at all of their

ports of call, from the Africans they traded with, to the free black seamen

who were their crewmates, to the slaves and ex-slaves they mingled with

in the port cities of the Americas. Most importantly, it questions their

interactions with the captive Africans they were transporting during

the dread middle passage, arguing that their work encompassed the

commoditization of these people ready for sale.
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Preface

The most magnificent drama in the last thousand years of human history
is the transportation of ten million human beings out of the dark beauty of
their mother continent into the new-found Eldorado of the West.

W. E. B. Du Bois1

As the three hundred or so captive Africans wallowed below deck, chained

two by two, stifling in the heat, the crew of the Lady Nelson forgot their

imprisoned cargo for a while and began the elaborate maritime ceremony

common to the ships of many nations. Sailor Samuel Robinson wrote in

his journal that “the old god of the sea is constantly on the lookout for

greenhorns” and the ship had to welcome Neptune aboard. Any men who

had not crossed the equator before had to perform a forfeit or make a

payment of alcohol. This crossing the line ceremony was an essential piece

of seaman’s lore and ritual, and to them was not just “childish, foolish,

stupid” or any of the other adjectives their officers, and landlubbers, used

to describe it. It celebrated a world turned upside down, of authority

challenged for a day and replaced by power based on sailors’ own value

system. Instead of the captain being in charge, “Neptune”, the oldest

and/or most experienced man, held sway for the duration of the ceremony.

Seafaring skill rather than social standing, warrant or appointment was

the basis of authority. Besides being actors in the “magnificent drama”

of slave trading, sailors also performed theatre all of their own as slave

ships crossed the ocean.2

1 W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction (London: Frank Cass, 1966) 727.
2 Samuel Robinson, A Sailor Boy’s Experience Aboard a Slave Ship (Wigtown: G.C. Book

Publishers, 1996) 25–6; Greg Dening, Mr Bligh’s Bad Language: Passion, Power and

xiii
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xiv Preface

As in other nautical trades, crossing the line differed between slave

ships and over time but it always involved satirizing the hegemony of

the ship’s rulers. Power and authority were ritually lampooned, along

with brutality, inhumanity, and even the omnipresent risk of death. Sea-

men were engaged in the parody of their own working lives. There were

several common elements to the ceremony. Firstly those who had not

crossed the equator before would be tried by a mock court, during which

they were subjected to “insults, humiliations, injustices, erotic oaths, and

compromising choices”.3 With the sentences set, each man would then

be shaved “by Neptune’s barber” as Samuel Robinson recalled. William

Butterworth, another slave trade sailor who appears frequently in this

book, reported that the “shaving foam” used on the Hudibras in 1786

comprised “tar, oil, and the excrement of fowls”.4 Souse and resin were

also sometimes added to the mix.

The next element to the ceremony was commonly ducking the “green-

horns” into the deep blue sea. A ducking stool attached to the yardarm

was used to lower the men into the water in a parody of hanging. A

ship’s officers would avoid punishment by paying alcohol or other goods

to Neptune, while a sailor might pay off a part of his sentence. For the

common seamen though, the number of duckings they withstood was a

matter of boasting and pride, an assertion of their right to be accepted into

the body of seafarers who were “old salts” and who had ventured widely

across the oceans. Meanwhile, the alcohol which was paid to Neptune as

forfeits was “merrily drunk by all the rest that had been there before”.5

Quite what the 300 or so slaves on the Lady Nelson or the 360 aboard

the Hudibras made of these strange rituals is hard to imagine. Probably

known to most of those who made the middle passage as captives only as

a new and different set of terrifying noises coming from deck, neverthe-

less the implications of a “world turned upside down” were profoundly

changed by the context of transatlantic slavery. Not least, the racial strat-

ification that the slave trade fostered – one unified white race and one

Theatre on the Bounty (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992) 76–80; Marcus

Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1987) 186–9.
3 Dening, Mr Bligh’s Bad Language 77.
4 William Butterworth, Three Years Adventures of a Minor in England, Africa, the West

Indies, South-Carolina, and Georgia (Leeds: Edward Baines, 1822)14.
5 Dening, Mr Bligh’s Bad Language 76–80; Peter Earle, Sailors: English Merchant Sea-

men 1650–1775 (London: Methuen, 1998) 96–7; British Library Add Mss 39946; John

Newton, The Journal of a Slave Trader, 1750–1754 Bernard Martin and Mark Spurrell

(eds.) (London: The Epworth Press, 1962) 9.
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Preface xv

unified black race – was both mirrored and disregarded during the cere-

mony. Free black seamen or cooks were generally greeted by Neptune just

as any other crewmember would have been, while the vast majority of the

Africans present – those condemned to the doom of the marketplace and

perpetual enslavement – were excluded from the entire event. While the

“world” of the ship “was turned upside down”, they were locked below

decks, beneath that world, a symbolic representation of their future place

in the slaveholding societies of the Americas.

Although the historiography on the transatlantic slave trade is vast,

traditionally there has been little place for mention of such maritime rit-

uals. This is understandable, as in trying to untangle the motives, effects,

and data of the trade, all of which have had such a profound effect on the

modern world, the fact that seamen continued their rites while working

aboard slave ships seems irrelevant at best, sickening at worst. Encap-

sulated in these rituals, however, are some truths about these men who

were so central to the slave trade. Seamen created a world turned upside

down because they were traditionally abused, lowly and powerless. In

some ways they continued to see themselves as such aboard a slave ship –

and indeed these factors were exaggerated by the conditions of the trade

in human beings – although the reality was that they had a great deal of

power over those they transported as captives for sale.

The loyalties, opinions, attitudes and motivations of slave trade sea-

men are the focus of this book. My starting point is the gap between the

image they have in the history of the slave trade and the way they are

described in the literature on seamen in all trades. In the first they appear

rarely, and then mainly as adjuncts to the will of the captain, as his sub-

ordinates in the violence and cruelty inflicted on the millions of African

captives transported as cargo across the Atlantic Ocean. While in no way

denying the wrongs sailors did to members of their human cargoes, this

view is contradictory to the view of seafarers working in other maritime

trades in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.6 As will be shown,

there were steadfast divisions operating in the slave trade which decisively

separated sailors from their captains and senior officers. Faced with the

perilous event of a slave revolt, sailors threw these divisions to the winds

to save their own lives as well as, in the process, securing the merchants’

6 Rediker, Between the Devil; Marcus Rediker, “Common Seamen and the Histories of

Capitalism and the Working Class” International Journal of Maritime History 1 (1989);

Jesse Lemisch, Jack Tar vs. John Bull: The Role of New York’s Seamen in Precipitating

the Revolution (New York: Garland Press, 1997).
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xvi Preface

profits. In less extreme situations, however, the common sailor generally

had few allegiances to his captain’s worldview, much fewer still to those

of the trade’s financial investors.

Outside of slave trade historiography, the image of eighteenth-century

white sailors is one of men who, united by class and professional loyalties,

could be more accepting of having black men as colleagues than their

non-seafaring peers. Clearly this is hard to reconcile with popular ideas

about the seamen who worked aboard slaving vessels. Yet the maritime

workforce had always been multiracial in nature as it enticed men from

all around the edges of the seas into it in a variety of roles. Combined with

a “morbid attachment to their profession” and an ersatz kinship system

among sailors, this led to an occupation which often confounded the

prevailing racial categorizations in an era when increasingly impermeable

divisions of black and white were being formulated.7 Historians such as

Jeffrey Bolster, Julius Scott and David Cecelski have shown how white

and black seamen worked alongside each other from Canada down to the

Caribbean in ways which sometimes defied the strict racial divisions of

eighteenth-century America.8

While the focus of Bolster, Scott and Cecelski’s work is primarily black

seafarers – their interaction with white sailors is largely a secondary

concern – the work of Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker takes the

image of seaman and slave as colleagues, co-conspirators and allies much

further. Building on their earlier work and the tradition of the radi-

cal Atlantic, in The Many-Headed Hydra they argue that seamen and

slaves worked together around the ocean’s littoral to oppose the rise of

7 Robinson, A Sailor Boy’s Experience 32–3; Rediker, Between the Devil 243–4.
8 W. Jeffrey Bolster, Black Jacks: African American Seamen in the Age of Sail (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1997); W. Jeffrey Bolster, ‘“To Feel Like a Man’: Black Seamen

in the Northern States 1800–1860” Journal of American History 76 (1990) 1173–1199;

W. Jeffrey Bolster, “An Inner Diaspora: Black Sailors Making Selves” Ronald Hoffman,

Mechal Sobel and Frederika J. Teute (eds.) Through a Glass Darkly: Reflections on Per-

sonal Identity in Early America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1997)

419–448; Julius S. Scott III, “The Common Wind: Currents of Afro-American Com-

munication in the Era of the Haitian Revolution” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, Duke

University (1986); Julius S. Scott, “Crisscrossing Empires: Ships, Sailors and Resistance in

the Lesser Antilles in the Eighteenth Century” Robert L. Paquette and Stanley L. Enger-

man (eds.) The Lesser Antilles in the Age of European Expansion (Gainsville: University

of Florida Press, 1996); Julius S. Scott, “Afro-American Sailors and the International

Communication Network: The Case of Newport Bowers” Richard Twomey and Colin

Howell (eds.) Jack Tar in History: Essays in the History of Maritime Life and Labor (New

Brunswick: Acadiensis Press, 1991); David. S. Cecelski, The Waterman’s Song: Slavery

and Freedom in North Carolina (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001).
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capitalism. Along with various other dispossessed groups of people, they

view seamen and slaves as having shared loyalties and understandings

which they used to unite in opposing the wealthy merchants and planters

who oppressed them. Linebaugh and Rediker’s argument is multifaceted

and their time scale and scope far greater than mine, but nonetheless posi-

tioning these arguments within the history of the transatlantic slave trade

is challenging.9

In trying to understand how these diverse schools of thought apply

to the men who worked aboard slaving vessels, this book explores how

slave trade sailors expanded their cries for liberty because of their working

conditions and terms of employment. As has been acknowledged in other

settings, those who experienced slavery in close relief often came to recog-

nize the importance of liberty all the more. Sailors fought any comparison

of their condition with that of African captives and took that fight into

their larger battle for better pay, fair treatment and liberty from the naval

press and merchant crimps around the Atlantic world. At the same time,

during the dread middle passage, seamen used their own brutalization

and turned it, redoubled, onto those they had under their command. So

often under the coercive rule of a slave ship captain, a common seaman

could suddenly conceive himself as powerful when standing guard over

the hatch of a stinking, fetid, slave hold. Regularly himself ordered to strip

off and endure the lash, a sailor rarely showed restraint when ordered to

flog a member of the captive cargo.

In participating in the business of the slave trade, seamen were

undoubtedly implicated in the formation of racial designations in the late

eighteenth century, which created a notion of racial supremacy that ran

counter to the way in which seafaring in general operated. The histori-

ographical debate into the formation of “white” as a meaningful racial

category consequently has implications for seamen’s work aboard slaving

vessels. As historians such as David Roediger, Theodore Allen, Matthew

Frye Jacobson and Eric Lott have argued, working-class men came to see

their white skin as meaningful when they were in close contact with racial

slavery in North America.10 Likewise, white seamen could obviously see

9 Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Com-

moners and the Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston: Beacon Press,

2000).
10 David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Work-

ing Class (London: Verso, 1991); Theodore W. Allen, The Invention of the White Race:

The Origin of Racial Oppression in Anglo-America (London: Verso, 1997); Matthew

Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy
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the value of their own skin colour, because, whatever their own lack of

liberty, it was what ultimately protected them from the slave markets of

America and the Caribbean.

Yet white seamen’s workmates aboard slaving vessels were of many

different ethnic origins and included African, African-American and

Afro-Caribbean co-workers. In Africa and the Caribbean sailors formed

alliances across the colour-line as that line came to be conceived in

the plantation societies to which they sold their human merchandise.

The slave trade swept countless Africans and their descendents into the

Atlantic labour force as maritime workers, creating allegiances among

the seafaring community which could confound the larger racial stratifi-

cation of plantation societies and were often seen as threatening by the

authorities. Just as the paradigm of “transatlantic” has more recently been

exchanged for a “circum-Atlantic” viewpoint, so the history of slave trade

sailors suggests that their influences and motivations often led simultane-

ously down multi-directional, and sometimes contradictory, channels.11

Exploring his concept of the “black Atlantic”, Paul Gilroy describes

a ship as “a living, microcultural, micropolitical system in motion” and

urges his readers to get aboard. Following in his wake, I can only ask read-

ers to do the same.12 “The sea” as Derek Walcott declared, “is history”.13

of Race (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998); Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Black-

face Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New York: Oxford University Press,

1993).
11 For example, Joseph Roach, Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance (New

York: Columbia University Press, 1996); David Armitage, “Three Concepts of Atlantic

History” David Armitage and Michael J. Braddick (eds.) The British Atlantic World,

1500–1800 (Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002) 16–18.
12 Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1993) 4–5.
13 Derek Walcott, “The Sea is History” The Star-Apple Kingdom (New York: Farrar, Straus

and Giroux, 1979).
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